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Antique Slate Charcoal

Note:  It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Barkwood

The Old-World Contours Of Slate



“ With Their Dimensional Appearance And 
Slate-Like Design, Camelot® II Shingles 
Provide Classic Style And Refinement.”

Each home becomes its 
family’s own world. For 
the Mitchells, their den 
serves as a showcase for 
their daughter’s show 
ribbons. Their backyard 
becomes a weekend flying 
zone. Even their striking 
Camelot® II roof does 
double duty as a runway 
for those occasional 
emergency landings.

The Mitchells.

They take quality 
time as a family very 
seriously. But they 
also find time for that 
extra-special moment 
together once the kids 
are tucked into bed.

Their house:
Contemporary.

Their roof:
Camelot® II in 
Weathered Timber.

*Uses premium color shingle granules in an exclusively formulated color blend.

Weathered Timber Royal Slate

* *



A Great Value For A Rugged Wood-Shake Look

Charcoal Mesa BrownCedarAutumn Br  own

Note:  It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.



Your garden is your  
family’s canvas. The 
perennials you nurture 
add delightfully soothing 
splashes of color, accentu-
ated by the brightness of 
your daughter’s laughter 
as she and Cody chase  
butterflies around the  
forsythia. It’s a work  
of art that only gets  
more beautiful with  
each passing year...  
just like your Grand 
Sequoia® roof.

The Campbells.

Natural “painters.”

Their house:  
Craftsman.

Their roof: Grand Sequoia® 
in Cedar.

Weathered WoodSlate

“   Its Extra-Large,  
Rugged Design  
Makes A Bold And 
Beautiful Statement.”



The Rustic Look Of Hand-Cut European Shingles

Note:  It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Woodberry BrownCastlewood Gray Tuscan Sunset



“  Natural Charm 
Meets High 
Performance!”

You make your own 
imprint as soon as you 
walk into your new 
house. It’s the reason 
for the unique plants, 
the bird feeder that 
welcomes those colorful 
little neighbors, and the 
time you spend in the 
backyard listening to 
them. It’s also why 
you wanted your new 
roof to be just as natural 
and welcoming. 

The Hamiltons.

Nature lovers. 

Their house:
French Country.

Their roof:
Woodland® in 
Cedarwood Abbey.

Cedarwood Abbey

* Uses premium color shingle granules in an exclusively  
formulated color blend.

Mountain Sage

*
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It’s never  
just a roof.  
It’s a system, 
built to protect.
A roof is so much more than shingles. It’s layers of protection, working  
together to keep your home safe from wind, rain, snow, and even sun. 

The GAF Roofing System has earned the prestigious Good Housekeeping Seal (applicable in U.S. only).
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Peek under the shingles at gaf.com

Install any GAF Lifetime Shingle and at least 3 qualifying GAF 

accessories and get a Lifetime limited warranty* on your shingles 

and all qualifying GAF accessories

 
 

 

  We protect what matters most™

-
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Leak Barrier
Helps prevent leaks caused by 
wind-driven rain and ice dams
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Ridge Cap Shingles
The finishing touch that helps defend against 
leaks at the hips and ridges

■6

■ Roof Deck Protection
Helps shield the roof deck from 
moisture infiltration

2

Lifetime Shingles*
Beautify & protect for years to come
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Cobra® Attic Ventilation
Helps reduce attic moisture and heat

■5

Starter Strip Shingles
Helps guard against shingle blow-offs

■3

† Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying GAF products.

  * See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. The word “Lifetime” refers to the length 
of coverage provided by the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty and means as long as the original individual owner(s) 
of a single-family detached residence [or the second owner(s) in certain circumstances] owns the property where the shingles 
and accessories are installed. For owners/structures not meeting the above criteria, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime 
limited warranty on accessories requires the use of at least three qualifying GAF accessories and the use of Lifetime Shingles.


